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advocate
Dille, faculty members propose
General Studies revisions
By Murray Cody

Two proposals were sub
mitted to the General Studies
Committee Monday, .Dec. 9,
concerning a possible revision
of General Studies
requirements at Moorhead
State College.
The first proposal was sub
mitted by MSC President
Roland Dille and the second was
submitted by Dr. Robert Badal,
assistant professor of Speech,
and Dr. William Ritchie,
professor of Mathematics,
members of the committee.

Due to the house manager's firm point of the finger, it is apparent that the
elementary school-aged children who came to see the Moorhead State
College Children's Theatre production of "A Christmas Carol" could not be
too picky about where they sat. Photo by Ross Collins

The major aspect of Dr.
Dille's proposal is the
requirement that 36 hours of
General Studies be taken in
Integrated Studies, which is a
grouping of related courses that
would either encourage or
require students to make
connections between different
courses.

Bookstore gets the eye in
budgeting, text pricing
the Bookstore tacks an 18 per
Textbook pricing and re cent mark-up on the books it
purchasing as well as budgeting sells "and they reportedly don't
policies of the Moorhead State make much profit off this."
College Bookstore came under
He said the Bookstore pays no
serious examination Monday as
Senator Dwayne "Skeez" Radel light, heat or rent fees and is not
(sr-Wabasso) opened his report an independent business
to the Student Senate with the operating on campus. Thus, it is
a non-profit entity "or the profit
remark:
comes back to the student," he
"I have been on the Bookstore said.
Committee for some time now,
"Most (bookstores) charge 18
and what I have found out about
per cent because of pressure
the Bookstore I don't like."
from other schools who must
Radel told the senators that pay heat, light, rent, etc., " said
By Pamela Knudson

sun to get mooned
A relatively rare astronomical event will
occur this Friday, Dec. 13. Beginning at 8:30
a.m. there will be a partial eclipse of the sun.
The eclipse will reach a maximum of 60 per
cent approximately an hour later, and will
end shortly before 11 a.m. Astronomers tell us
that the next solar eclipse visible in this area
will occur in 1979, and then there will be no
more during the rest of the century.
To explain and discuss this phenomenon, a
lecture-demonstration is scheduled at the
Moorhead State College Planetarium. Dr.
Franz Rathman, professor of Astronomy, will
speak at the demonstration at 8 p.m. Thur
sday, Dec. 12. Rothman will be demonstrating
on the Planetarium dome the relative ap
parent daily and monthly movements of the
sun and moon on or near the Ecliptic, the
phases of the moon and the particular con
ditions under which an eclipse of the sun or
moon may occur.

The reason for proposing this,
according to Dille, is that, the
way the present system is set
up, "nothing really happens to
make the courses add-up." With
Integrated Studies, Dille feels
many courses will be related
and one course will help a
student understand the next.

His proposal requires three
quarters of English — two
quarters that must be taken the
freshman year and a third
quarter that cannot be taken
any earlier than the third
quarter of a student's
sophomore year.

Dille:

. . unless
we shake-up
General Studies,

To this, some mention was
made of a Nebraska book
company representative who
circulates around the colleges
and universities buying back
some discontinued texts the last
three or four days in each
quarter. It was generally
agreed that the publicity of this
practice was very poor.

we will not

Radel also noted that in the
past five years $75,000 has been
spent by the store on
remodeling and expansion.
They had $10,000 yearly to pay
off die costs and they have now
been paid off, he said. But, says
Radel, the Bookstore wants to
continue to put away $10,000 of
their profits in case they need it
in the future.

Dille's proposal also includes
three quarters of courses aimed
at developing a student's
historical perspective. Dille
feels this, a sense of the past
and our relation to it, must be
an aim of liberal arts at MSC.

...Continued on Page 11

This proposal divides General
Studies into four different
divisions.
Division A would be Fresh
man Composition, requiring
four credit hours.

Dille feels that a second
Division B, Natural Sciences,
emphasis of the program should
be "to get faculty members to would require 12 hours of study.
start thinking more broadly The proposal here, encourages
about related areas." This science areas to develop several
should help increase the lear 1 - y e a r m u l t i - d i s c i p l i n a r y
ning ability of classes if sequences.
teachers are co-learners.
Topical Concentration would
Dille's proposal leaves the comprise Division C and would
p r e s e n t G e n e r a l S t u d i e s require 32 hours of study. There
requirement distribution the would be 10 possible groups of
same, calling for courses in the courses divided into 12 hours of
areas of Natural Sciences, credit for Social Sciences, 12
Social and Behavorial Sciences, hours for Humanities and 8
H u m a n i t i e s a n d C o m  hours for English Literature.
m u n i c a t i o n a n d S y m b o l i c Writing is called for in every
course.
Systems.

When possible, Dille em
Radel. "The attitude is: 'We'll
make money, but we'll give it p h a s i z e d , t h e r e a d i n g a n d
writing of the third quarter
back to the students.'"
would be directly related to a
Used books are re-purchased student's major.
from students at half what they
(the students) originally doled
out for them, interjected
Senator Jean Farrand (so-Sioux
Falls, SD), and put back on the
shelf at about two-thirds the
original price.
But that only applies to books
that are listed to be used by
teachers the following quarter.
Many senators voiced com
plaints that books discontinued
in some courses were not re
purchased by the Bookstore.

meeting revised distributional
requirements.

make it. . .
useful . . ."

The other proposal, submitted
by Badal and Ritchie, calls for
64 credit hours in the program,
with 60 hours devoted to

Division D would be Com
munications and the Symbolic
Systems, requiring 12 hours of
study. This division would be
divided into Symbolic Systems
and Communications, each
requiring four hours.
Symbolic Systems would
consist of courses elected from
Computer Science, Logic and
Mathematics. Communications
would consist of courses
selected from Speech,
Language and Composition and
Foreign Languages.
"Basically, so much effort
goes into developing major
programs that, unless we
shake-up General Studies, we
will not make it a useful part,"
says Dille, i explaining why the
proposals for change are being
made.

paging thru...
How's tricks?
Let stuntman George Schauer
show you how basketball is
really played. Turn to Page 14
for pictures and a story.
Gotta sing? Gotta dance?
Delmar says try out for the
Winter musical, "A Little
Night Music." Page 9 has the
information you need.
Kise makin' you queasy?
The MSC International Student
Association presents their
annual International Dinner
soon. For a glimpse at the
evening's culinary highlights,
turn to Page 12.
Still have more Christmas
shopping to do, but don't have a
way out to West Acres? Take
the bus. See Page 13 for fares,
times and routes.
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Put some spark into your winter. Sororities. Rush to sign up Jan. 8-10.
Parties Jan. 13-17.
Try saying "Dorm Floor Photos" as fast as you can. Then call and let us
show you what it means. Call after 5:30 p.m. Tony at 293-5920. Mike at 2826739.
Doc Noice's Stage Band offers more than noise. Come give a listen
Thursday, Dec. 12at9 p.m. in the Wooden Nickel (of course!).
Pottery Sale. Thursday, Dec. 12. Today Only. Work by Sheila Bahl,
Debbie Grier, Bob Jappe, Sharon Linnea Johnson, Shirley McCaslin and
others. 9:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Comstock Memorial Union Hallway.
Sorority Rush. Sign up Jan. 8-10. Parties Jan. 13-17.
Jazz-Latin-Soul. Done with an international style. Listen to a show with an
accent every Thursday on KMSC from 3-6 p.m.
The Alpha Phi sorority at Moorhead State College is holding a Christmas
Bazaar in the Holiday Mall Dec. 18 and 19. Arts, crafts and Christmas baked
goods will be set up from 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. The public is invited to stop by.
Back to the stage of the Wooden Nickel Jan Voss and Will Spires will en
tertain you with bluegrass and old folk music. Friday and Saturday (Dec. 1314) from 9 p.m.-12 midnight.

Brewed in 1876 by our originalprocess
from the choicest hOi>$. rice
and best barley malt.

Still is.

Concerned with women's rights? EPA braceltes on sale at the Et Cetera
Shop. Proceeds go to free women in North Dakota.
College women. Add something worthwhile toyour college life. Sororities.
Sign-up Jan. 8-10. Parties Jan. 13-17.
Poetry "Reading. Dec. 17-by Richard Lyons and David Martinson in the
Wooden Nickel at 7:30 p.m. Brought to you fine folks by SUPB Cultural Arts.
Back by popular demand. Norwegian Club button sale/Thursday, Dec. 12
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. in MacLean Hall and Friday, Dec. 13 from 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
in the CMU.
Girls! Find out what sororities are all about. Rush. Jan. 13-17.
Beethoven's Birthday celebration on Dec. 16 in the Wooden Nickel at 9 p.m.
Join the celebration.

Vvem making sure, that carm
is/it just amemory,ylnd
evety taste of Beeehwood.y
Buaweisensays so..^rut
always will.
"Somebody
still cares abo

Attention all Christmas shoppers. IRHC is again sponsoring a bus to West
Acres this Saturday, Dec. 14. Bus will leave Grantham Circle at 10 and 11
a.m. and 1, 2, 3 and 4 p.m. Bus will return from West Acres at 11:30 a.m. and
1:30, 2:30, 3:30 and 5 p.m. Cost is 25cents^

Young America
LEISURE SUITS
Great For Dads,
Brothers, Husbands
and Boy Friends

208

AND
WEST ACRES

10:00 - 5:30 Sunday
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Faculty Senate meeting

teacher union issue only topic
24 Hrs. Service, Wherever You Are!
By Lynne Bell

The role of the Faculty Senate
in collective bargaining was the
only topic of discussion at the
Dec. 4 Senate meeting.
Representatives Karen Kivi,
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP);
John Cooper, American
Federation of Teachers (AFT);
and Dr. Joe Miller, Inter-

Faculty Organization (IFO),
speculated as to the Senate
position if their respective
organization would be elected
faculty bargaining agent.
Dr. Clarence Glasrud, Senate
member, then presented his
opinion on the Senate acting as
its own bargaining agent.

Each of the three represen
tatives seemed to agree no
substantial change in the Senate
would result from collective
bargaining. According to
Miller,the Senatehasno function
related directly to collective
bargaining but Senate members
will have direct input into the
bargaining process.

increased awareness
sparks successful
Exchange for quarter
By Jean Farrand
The Student Exchange sold
$1,400 worth of items this Winter
Quarter compared to only $500
worth of items Fall Quarter
according to Julie Busche (soLitchfield), chairperson of the
Exchange Policy Board.
Approximately $1,231.84 of
the $1,400 will be paid out to
students who sold books and
other items in the Exchange.
The remaining money is
profit netted by the Exchange.
This came from the 10 per cent
handling fee charged on items
that were sold and from the
sale of books which belonged to
the Exchange.
Busche explains that books'
not claimed by students at the
end of last year became the
property of the Exchange and
were sold at cheap prices
ranging from five to 50 cents.

better publicity and better
student awareness are reasons
the Exchange was more suc
cessful this quarter, says
Busche.
The majority of the items sold
were books although the Ex
change also sold student arts
and crafts and other
miscellaneous items.
The Student Exchange is a
service sponsored by Student
Senate. It is open the first week
of each quarter.
The Exchange works in the
following way: students may
bring books, arts and crafts and
any other items they wish to sell
to the Exchange on the an
nounced drop-off dates.
Students set their own prices
for the items. A 10 per cent
handling fee is charged on items
that are sold. No fee is charged
if the item is not sold. Books
and items not claimed by the
end of the current quarter
become the property of the
Exchange.

The profits will go toward
buying new supplies and paying
a small salary to students who
manned the Exchange. A small
reserve is also kept in the
organization's agency account
Pick-up dates for unsold
each quarter to be used in
setting up the Exchange for items and checks will be an
nounced as soon as the Business
each following quarter.
Office has the checks ready,
according to Busche.
More student workers,

For Service Call 235-2823 from 7 a.m.-ll p.m.

Glasrud commented the law
says the Senate must have some
body negotiate. Miller clarified
this by stating a legal opinion
that says- the Senate cannot
represent the faculty because it
was not elected for that pur
pose.
Senate Chairman Hazel Scott
indicated some concern about
Moorhead State College
President Roland Dille's ser
ving on the state bargaining
committee. She feels the
President-Faculty Senate
relationship will be different,
for it will be difficult for the
Senate to act as presidential
advisor. Several senators
assured Scott it would be
possible for the Senate to advise
the president on non-negotiable
items.

TIME to CHECK your

a

8

8

WINES
&
CORDIALS

s

as

PERFECT FOR ALL
HOLIDAY NEEDS
W

A major difference between
the AAUP, AFT and IFO is
whether or not contract clauses
can override State College
Board rules and regulations.
AFT-and AAUP-negotiated
contracts also have some
standard classes in many of
their contracts.

8
8

- •

PEPSI
SQUIRT
(OTHERS)

$119
1

Tenure and sabbaticals are
two items all three groups feel
are negotiable. Speculating
about IFO demands, Miller said
their agent will try to avoid a
salary schedule. AFT will work
on fringebenefits and grievance
procedures. There was talk of
using department cutbacks as a
negotiating point, but there
were doubts this would be
successful.

6-PAK

GIFT BOUTIQUE
•HOLIDAY WINE PACKS
•CERAMIC DECANTERS
•HOME BAR ACCESS
•WINE RACKS
„
"THE RIGHTGIFT
1AT THE RIGHT PRICE HERE!
##
#•

Questions arose as to whether
or not the Legislature will ac
cepts negotiated contract. Both
the AFT and IFO represen
tatives assume such a contract
probably would be accepted.

MSC Sports Photos
For Sale

Shop at

Call 3763
Between 10 — 12 p.m.
MONDAYS-THURSDAYS
OR .

TftacUw

University (fenter
| 19th Ave. and N. University Dr. - Fargo

Try Calling Anytime

NOW APPEARING

(kcveOup

GasLite Lounge
Featuring:
Across from the Lark Theatre
235-9291

For your Keepsake rings and other
quality gifts during the holidays.
BOLIVA'S CARASELLE
WATCHES
DIAMOND PENDENTS
STONE RINGS
PENDENTS &
CROSSES

14 K GOLD
PIERCED EARRINGS
CHARMS &
CHARM BRACELETS
BEAUTIFUL RAZUEL
ANDWHITING
& DAVIS JEWELRY

CANYON
GUSTO
OPEN AT 12 NOON

Next Week

Happy Hour from to 7
Think and Drink— Tuesday and
Thursday 7:00 - 9:00
AND SATURDAY MOVIES AT 2:30 P.M.
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By Janis Archer

letters

All the new no-smoking signs have been posted in the
various instructional areas around campus.
A person would think they were printed in
Czechoslovakian for all the cooperation they are
commanding.
The Advocate has done its share of informing the college
community of the new anti-smoking policy through both a
story and an editorial.
Now it is up to the three bodies who voted in favor of the
policy, the Student, Faculty and Staff Senates of Moorhead
State College.
It has been observed that teachers are already blatantly
ignoring the no smoking signs that are posted on their own
classroom walls. As soon as the teacher lights up, all
students suffering nicotine fits follow suit, knowing they are
probably safe from fellow student or teacher rebuke. And,
it's difficult to criticize a teacher's offense of the policy,
knowing a markdown in grades may result.
It looks as though corrective measure may have to be
initiated. Nobody likes to live under the threat of
punishment,but the anti-smoking policy was instigated for a
specific reason. That reason is the number of complaints
that have filtered in to campus officials protesting students
and teachers puffing in class.

To The Editor:
I would like to respond to last week's letter
in which the writer expressed some concerns
about the travel of athletic teams. Although
schedules are worked out initially by per
sonnel in the athletic programs, these
schedules are submitted for approval to the
Athletic Committee, which is composed of
students, staff and faculty.
As a member of last year's committee
which reviewed and approved this yearns
schedules, I would comment that coaches, the
athletic director, and the committee mem
bers attempted to propose and approve
schedules which met certain criteria. We
tried to avoid excessive absences of par
ticipants on school days; we tried to avoid
absence of participants at critical times in a
quarter (such as during Final Week); and we
tried to avoid long trips whenever possible

due to considerations of cost and energy.
Although we were not unmindful of the
energy problem, the Athletic Committee did
approve the upcoming trip of the basketball
team to the West coast. We did so realizing
that the trip would occur during the vacation
period and that expenses would be covered by
the gate receipts at the tournament.
The decision perhaps can be questioned,
especially in view of the energy situation in
December 1975. Yet, the proposed trip was
approved by the appropriate college com
mittee. I would suggest that questions or
criticisms of approved schedules (and
suggestions regarding yet-to-be-approved
ones) be directed to the Athletic Committee. I
am sure members would welcome input from
all sources.
D.A. SCOTT
Department of Speech

Since the three Senates represent the top governing
bodies on our campus, since our elected representatives on
these Senates established the anti-smoking policy and since
some faculty and students persist in violating the new
policy, the Advocate believes it is high time for the Senates
and or President Dille to establish penalties.
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By Philip Hilker
Christmas shopping makes World War II
look like a friendly game of tag. I'll even bet
the Russian Front was a regular party
compared with the kicking, clawing, scrat
ching, biting and screaming that accompany
this season of peace on earth, good will
toward men.
Now to me, shopping has always been
something sacred— like my first pair of Jack
Purcell tennis shoes. What destroys shopping
for me around Christmas time, though, are
several types of people, all of whom get my
nomination for the Adolph Hitler
Humanitarian Award for 1974.
First of all, there's the mother who un
mercifully brings both of her wide-eyed
children with her to the shopping center.
After they have been tortured by having to
walk through Toyland while mom wends her
way to lingerie, the kids are then put in
mortal fear of their lives when mother shouts,
"Now both of you stand there and don't move
or else Santa Claus is going to make min
cemeat out erf you."
For punishment, this woman ought to be
made to wait in the Santa Claus line for three
hours with her kids and just when they reach
the jolliest of all elves, have Santa hang up a
sign which says, "Santa is out feeding his
reindeer. Be back in two hours."
Next is the husband who's been given a list
of items to pick up while his wife traipsies off
to shop, supposedly for his present. Now
fathers are the worst shoppers in the world
because, it takes them forever to decipher
their wife's crayoned list of goods, but more

important, they make looking for each item
an expedition not unlike the search for
Shangri-La.
Fathers, as a rule, making shopping the
biggest production since "Hello, Dolly!"
Therefore, they just can't pick up a new outfit
for daughter Trudy's Barbie doll. They've
either got to go on a Ralph Nader binge,
crusading for the Better Business Bureau to
see if they're getting the best buy for their
dollar, or else he puts on his Bill Blass
thinking cap to determine what outfit will put
his daughter's Barbie doll in the neigh
borhood fashion limelight.
The only cure for this type is for him to
accompany his daughter on her 16th birthday
when mother gives her all 12 credit cards for
her first non-parental guided shopping trip.
And, of course, she has asked three of her best
girlfriends along. If that doesn't sober dad up,
nothing will.
Finally, there's the person, usually female,
who charges down the shopping center mall
at 15 stores per minute, with someone right on
her tail, when she suddenly stops dead in her
tracks and rhetorically asks, "Now, where
was I going?"
Needless to say, the person hot on her heels,
who has just burned all the rubber off fee
soles of his Jack Purcells with his quick stop
would be more than glad to tell her where to
go. But either the whiplash, biting off of his
tongue or Christmas spirit prevent him from
being so kind.
This woman would best benefit from taking
a course in first aid. Because if she ever does
it again...
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new board ruling means little
to current and potential frosh
She stated that otherwise she good. Although she believes
would not have gotten to know dorm regulations are somewhat
As a result of action taken by as many kids and "my parents restrictive, she feels she can
the State College Board (SCB) would prefer I didn't live off live with them.
at its November meeting, fresh campus." She will "probably"
Frank Aacek of Moorhead is
man will no longer be required live on campus next year.
planning to live at home next
to live on campus.
"I like living in the dorm year, but feels freshmen not
Several current Moorhead because you meet more kids from Moorhead should still be
State College freshmen and and it's fun to BS with the required to live on campus. He
potential freshmen in Fall 1975 guys," explained Mark Aune explained that living on campus
gave their reactions to the SCB (fr-Grand Rapids). Although he exposes new students to the
ruling. Most concluded that thinks dorm living is a good facilities of the college and the
living in the dorm as a fresh experience, he is undecided c o m m u n i t y , w h e r e a s t h e y
about returning to the dorm might not use the available
man is a good experience.
resources if they lived
off
next year.
campus as freshmen.
Beth Hennum (fr-Cloquet)
An Excelsior freshman says
says she would have lived on
No definite conclusions can be
campus even if the SCB action he would have lived off campus
would have been taken earlier. if the dorm requirement had made from the reactions of the
been lifted earlier. Dave Jung students quetioned, but it ap
said off campus living would pears that many current and
suit him better because he future freshman would elect to
live on campus for at least their
would have more freedoms.
first year of college.
Paula Harvey (fr-Mound)
Reasons for this decision
says she would have chosen to
live in the dorm even if other include the advantages of
options were available. She m e e t i n g ' n e w p e o p l e a n d
reasoned that it is easier to get becoming aware of college and
to know people and living on community facilities. Although
campus eliminates tran some regard off campus living
as offering more freedoms,
sportation problems.
most agreed living in the dorm
Several high school seniors was a good experience.
who have applied for admission
Dr. Robert MacLeod, vice
to MSC also gave their reac
president of Student Personnel
tions to the SCB decision.
Services, said that future fresh
Peggy Nelson and Nancy men will be informed of the new
Hanson, both of Canby, said options of living on or off
that despite the new ruling they campus most likely in a letter
will probably choose to live on explaining dormitory options.
campus, mainly because it is a He added that he expects a
good way to meet new people. large number of freshmen to
choose to live on campus,
Because she lives a con especially tho$e from long
s i d e r a b l e d i s t a n c e f r o m distances.
Moorhead and will not have
time to look for off campus
JEWELERS
housing and rommates, Susan
Since 1914
Barrett of St. Paul will live on
campus next year. She went on
to say that the new ruling gives
DOWNTOWN FARGO
students more options, which is
AND WEST ACRES
By

SPORT SHOP

Jean Farrand

aw

Put someone (including yourself) on
the ski trail this Christmas with a
n-packaged ski package from
Scheels! Each package combines
the finest quality & selection
at the lowest possible
ce. Even less with trade
i of old skis, poles or
boots. Alpine skis
available only at
Downtown Fargo &
Mhd. Cross Country
skis at all 4
stores.

4

MONEY
SAVING
SKI PACKAGES!
ASPEN
SKI PACKAGE

• Krystal Targee 1 01 8 Skis
• Kastinger Targa STD
Boots
• Besser Bindings
• A&T Ski Poles
• Installation & Safety
Check
179.95
VALUE
NOW... •
M Vw,TRADE
Without Boots
79.95

•
•
•
•
•

SKILOM
TOURING
PACKAGE

A&T Skilom Skis #185
A&T Bindings #657
A&T XC-605 Poles
A&T Heel Plate
A&T Men's or Ladies'
Boots
$79.29
NOW

69

95

II T xss
#W/TRADE
Without Boots $49

VALUE

OLYMPIC
SKI PACKAGE

•
•
•
•
•

Blizzard 2000 Skis
Kastinger Targa STD
Besser Bindings
A&T Ski Poles
Installation & Safety
Check

$208

169"

VALUE
NOW... •
Without Boots

#Vw TRADE
$119

SKILOM2
TOURING
PACKAGE
A&T Touring Skis # 130
A&T Bindings # 695
A&T Heel Plates
A&T Men's or Ladies
Boots
>TS
$90.79
VALUE
E
79 95
m
#W/TRADE
NOW.
Without Boots $59

LESS WITH TRADE—CHARGE IT!
No money down. Take up to 3 months to pay with no extra charge
Pay Vi January, '/u February, Vi March. Or regular monthly
terms,
_____

oughtful 2'lowe'is

Sunday Special

40

8V2o z . N E W Y O R K
Cut, reg. $2.79
7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
reg. $2.39

PRICE
THREE STEAKS
(I.D.'s must be shown)

—

NO TIPPING

'COME AS YOU ARE"

315 Broadway

15 oz.T-BONE STEAK
reg. $3.79

OFF REGULAR
ON THESE

Am MARTY

These steaks are
grilled to your order, and
include tossed salad,
your choice of dressing,
baked potato and Texas
toast!

mum
J

AMERICAN FLORIST SERVICE

232-7457

Fargo, North Dakota

BIRTHDAYS
ANNIVERSARIES
HOSPITALS • WEDDINGS
FUNERALS
BUSINESS OPENINGS
"FLOWERS WIRED ANYWHERE'

SIRLOIN PIT

2515 S. University Drive
V
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liquor on campus, homecoming
poetry reading
RICHARD LYONS
committee Student Senate topics DAVID MARTINSON
By Pamela Knudson

In an unusually lengthy
meeting Monday the Student
Senators volleyed comments on
numerous topics including the
embryonic
Homecoming
Committee, the Moorhead
State College Bookstore (see
related article) and the liquor
on campus issue.
Generating one of the most
vigorous discussions of late, the
recently-completed ad hoc
committee guidelines on the
sale and consumption of 3.2 beer
on campus drew basically two
arguments from Senate
members.
The guidelines (which were
voted on by student and ad
ministrative representatives)
prohibit the sale and con
sumption of 3.2 beer in the
dormitories, restrict use to the
Student Union "and areas
therein restricted by the student
union policy board," and limit
selling pri vil eges to recognized
campus organizations.
Many senators feel the whole
thing is "an appeasement by the
administration," as Julie
Busche (so-Litchfield) put it.
"They're going to say, 'Now
you've got your liquor on
campus, quit buggin' us." She
suggested the Senate reject the
guidelines as they were not
"what the students want" and
might prove to hinder further
chances for more liberalized
use of liquor on campus.
Other senators disagreed with

A recent survey conducted by
this viewpoint reasoning that
passage of the guidelines would the SPURS found evidence of
serve as a stepping stone to interest in continuing the
Homecoming celebration with
future drinking privileges.
61 per cent of the freshmen
Senator Randy Miller (jr- favoring the traditional type
Mound), a member of the ad and 39 per cent of the juniors
hoc committee, explained that not. Suggestions for a big-name
the idea was to prevent un concert, a talent show and a
necessary hassles involving bonfire were made as well as
possession if the student should the plea to not schedule it
move to his room with the during mid-term exam week.
liquor.(The law amending the
+Supported a motion calling
Schoolhouse Law, which for for a State College Board ap
bade drinking on school pointment policy "such that 50
property, permits only sale and per cent of the SCB membership
consumption, not possession.) be former students of the
Senator Jim Houston (soEdina) called the guidelines
"incomplete" and the operating
policy "tcovague." He asked to
conduct a poll to solicit student
opinion. Senator Jerry Poppe
(sr-Royalton) maintained that
the same supervision could be
set up for consumption in the
dorms as would be in the Union
and noted that the inference of
the guidelines was that students
were "irresponsible."
The motion to accept the
guidelines was tabled until the
next meeting.
In other action, the Senate:
-fPostponed action on the
proposed Homecoming Com
mittee (to be a standing, allcollege group) and decided to
broaden its scope to cover all
special events, including the 10
a.m. Wednesday convocations
scheduled to begin the first
Wednesday after Christmas
break.

Minnesota
System."

State

College

-|-Was informed of the
creation of an ad hoc committee
on vacation housing arising
from difficulties for foreign,
minority and Professional
Fourth Year (PFY) students
forced to stay on campus during
breaks. Senators Miller and
Mark Vanyo (sr-East Grand
Forks) were appointed mem
bers.
+Was informed that checks
for students submitting and
selling items through the
Student Exchange would be
available at that room from 10
a.m.-4 p.m., Dec. 16-18.

7=30 DEC 17 Ills,

WOODEN NICKEL

COME ON DOWN
& LOOK AT THESE!!
'72 Nova (Orange)
'72 Cutlass Supreme (Gold)

Gary Heikes
AT
z3S

(VOLVO)

BUSINESS

Overvolds

PI

HOME

JEEP

232-3366

236-8525

+Was presented a petition by
Poppe urging that Nemzek be
kept open Sunday afternoons.
The staff there told him it was a
problem of funds, Poppe said,
but he added that athletes and
coachs' kids with keys could get
in on Sundays.

HOW TO BUY A
CHRISTMAS GIFT
I
The Tittle place around the corner with a shelf of this and a couple of
those is just too limited ... no choice ... not good enough! You need
selection so when ^>u do buy . . . it's right. Hatch's Card & Gift Shop is
pretty big.

•X

II Being pretty big is a due to stock but it's no guarantee that you really
have a choice. You can fill up a shop with gimmicks and stuff ana not have
the selection and quality inventory that lets you choose gifts you're proud
to give.

*

Your Gift Shop should be well-stocked with the kinds of things people
want.
III Personnel. Who's going to help you if you have trouble finding a gift
for someone speaal? Who's going to help you buy when you buy what you
buy? They shodd be intelligent, professional sales people . .. they should
be nice people... Hatch's is nice people.
IV The store vou finally dedde on should aive vou the feelina that it can
on to stand behind what they sell.
So think about where you're going to shop before you shop. Look around
town. Visit. Get the feel of the place. Shop shops. Try us on. Try on the
others. We think we'll fit your needs very nicely. No matter how many gift
shops you try on.
"Thousands of Thoughtful gifts imported from nil over the world . .'.
you!"

Write On...•and

on
and on and on and on

FREE
FREE CHECKING
with $50 Minimum Balance
with a GOLD KEY Account

a

THE FARGO NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY
BROADWAY AND MAIN

—

FARGO, N.D.

MEMBER - FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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caroling, movies, popcorn, dancing

KNICKER BOCKER
LIQUOR LOCKER
LOUNGE

Campus Christmas Party Dec. 14
By Cteo Sedlacek

12 midnight. Efforts are being
The all-campus all-student made to secure a band for the
Christmas Party is the big news dance which will begin at 10
from the Student Union p.m. If a band is not found the
Program Board's Dec. 8 dance will be a record hop.
meeting. The party will take SPURS will be in charge of
place from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m. on Bingo games which will run
Saturday, Dec. 14.
from 10 p.m. until 1:30 a.m. All
recreation center activities will
Activities at the party will be be free from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
numerous and varied, starting The movie "March of the
at 9 p.m. with Christmas Wooden Soldiers" will be shown
caroling in Comstock Memorial continuously from 10 p.m. Free
Union Lounge. Jane Foss and popcorn will be distributed.
Will Spires will appear in the
Wooden Nickel from 9 p.m. until • Other activities will include a

Dance to Jericho
Saturday, Dec. 14th
9:00 - 1:00

HICKSON, N. D.
South on No. 81

The opening session of the
Friday Night Film Club was
reported as a huge success with
attendance at the premiere
show "The Most Dangerous
Game" approximated at 140
people. This Friday's show will
be "Phantom of the Opera"
followed next Wednesday by
"Lady Sings the Blues". A
motion was passed to allot an
additional $500 dollars to the
film fund in order to facilitate
"Through soul travel," he continued quality programming
continues, "the individual can in spring.
prove his existence beyond this
life during this lifetime by
The Wooden Nickel will
exploring these other dimen f e a t u r e M o o r h e a d S t a t e
sions or states of con College's own Stage Band
sciousness."
tonight (Dec. 12) from 9 p.m.
until 12 midnight.
"The individual must realize
that everything he does comes
Three general policy
back to him, whether good or regulations were made in
bad," says Johnson in ex cluding one that stated that all
plaining the law of cause and motions must be presented in
effect. As a result, Eckankar writing to the secretary before
enforces the belief in karma, or they can receive consideration.
rather that the total effects of It was announced that, hen
causes the individual has put ceforth, the executive offices
into motion now or in a previous will be locked for the purpose of
life will determine his specific creating a
workable at
destiny in his next existence. mosphere for the executive
officers.Thirdly, it was decided
"When one can live in a state that committee reports must be
of balance," concludes Johnson, written up and turned in before
"not leaving all these un- the meeting. The purpose of this
manifested causes, then he can was to insure more time being
overcome the cycle of birth and spent on the reports. If com
rebirth (reincarnation) and he mittee corrdinators do not turn
can experience and maintain
in reports they will be denied
those states of consciousnes voting rights.
that we read about in man's
scriptures."
Advisor Kay Pollard stated
that the National Convention, to
be held this spring in
Washington, DC, will cost any
SUPB member wishing to at
tend $275 dollars, and urged
interested members to make
ON
TARGET EVERY
TIME reservations with her soon.

MSG student talks

on Eckankar tonight

Qhnubrrwub'

Eckankar, a 6-million-yearold teaching, "is what you
would call soul travel," says
Dennis Johnson (so-Pelican
Rapids). Johnson, who has
studied Eckankar for almost
two years, will be speaking at 8
p.m. tonight (Dec. 12) in Room
202 of Comstock Memorial
Union. There is no admission
charge.
"Soul travel isn't like
astroprojection,"
explains
Johnson. "It isn't dealing with
psychic phenomena, either."

POINsETTIAS
Jfflottjers Hnlitmteh
Richard Ernst
Plaza Mhd. 236-7535 Holiday Mall 236-7585

Soul travel, according to
Johnson, is the "shifting of
consciousness from thematerial
world to worldsbeyond."
"It is very important that the
individual realize that this life
isn't his only one," says
Johnson. "Otherwise, one loses
the complete overview of life."

You don't want some mass-produced,
last-a-few weeks boots? You don't
want "just another boot?"
Then take a good, long, satisfying
look at FRYE's new Americana Col
lection.
Because when you've said "FRYE"
in boots, you've really said it all.

GOO N P Avenue
Farpo, North. Dakota

"pin the star on the Christmas
tree" contest, a two-legged race
using partners, an M&M
throwing game, a button
pushing contest, guessing
games involving jelly beans in
jars and boxes inside bigger
boxes and a cookie decorating
contest. $25 dollars was alloted
to purchase prizes for these
games.
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Thompson exhibit exudes cold skill with machines
By Terry Moan
"What an abyss of un
certainty whenever the mind
feels some part of it has strayed
beyond its own borders; when
it, the seeker, is at the same
time the dark region through
which it must go seeking, where
all equipment will avail it
nothing. It is face to face with
something which does not so far
exist, to which it alone can bring
into the light of day." Marcel
Proust, "Swann's Way."

As David L. Thompson so
strives to give reality to the
further reaches of his mind in
his exhibit at the CA, so must we
also strive, as viewers of his
work, to create between his
work and our minds our own
meanings.

While in two works, "Spanish
The general impressions
received from Thompson's Castle Magic-Monet Jewels,"
work are those of technical skill and "Madonna Prophecy"
and coldness. There is a women are shown in the
preponderance of machines and mythical aspect of enshrined
women as subjects, with the goddesses.Ten other works
same style used in his protrayal dealing with women are more
of women as in the drafts for his overtly of the woman-machine
mechanical sculptures. A variety. Women and autos are
dominant theme is thus con used together repeatedly: "On
ceived: WOMEN EQUATED The Road Again" series,
"Manhatten to Mesa Verde —
WITH MACHINE.
Motel Shots," and "Riding into
Town with a Dark Cloud Above
you... but your Heart's still
The machine sculptures Smokin'." Perhaps a reflection
themselves have the interest on every young man's dream: a
and beauty of the workings of car and
a girl.
fine clocks. They include:
"Modified Ford Display,"
There are two extreme
"Light & Space Modulator, examples of the womanCirca 1970's," and "On the
machine equation. "Altar
Preservation of Aphrodite's Angel" is an intricate and aweApples."
inspiring drawing in which a
nude and winged woman is part
of a Wurlitzor juke box-altar.
"Electric Chair... She's a
Lady" depicts electric chair as
woman; the kiss of Death with
painted lips.

Dec. 3-14 — Dave Thompson, Senior Art Show, CA Gallery.
Dec. 12 — Joint Faculty Recital, Recital Hall, Center for the
Arts, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 12 — MSC Stage Band, concert, Wooden Nickel Cof
feehouse, 9 p.m., free.
Dec. 13-15 — Concordia Christmas Concert, Memorial
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Dec. 13 — SUPB Friday Night Film, Weld Auditorium, 7
p.m.
Dec. 13 — David Ludwig, recital, CA Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 13 — Jane Vosse and Will Spires, Wooden Nickel
Coffeehouse, 9-12 p.m.
Dec. 13-16 — FMCT presents Tom Sawyer, Emma K.
Herbst Playhouse, admission charged.
Dec. 14 — SUPB All Student, All-Campus Christmas Party,
CMU, 9 p.m. — 2 a.m.
Dec. 14 — Campus Cinema presents Charlie Chaplin in The
Kid, Union Ballroom, NDSU, 2 and 7 p.m. 50 cents for TriCollege students.
Dec. 15 & 17 — MSC Opera presents Play of Daniel, Weld
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., free.
Dec. 15 — Christmas Concert, Festival Hall, NDSU, 4 p.m.
Dec. 17 — Poetry Reading, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse,
7:30-9 p.m., free. Richard Lyons and David Martinson
will be featured.
Dec. 18 — SUPB Films presents 'Lady Sings the Blues,
Weld Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m., 50 cents. Diana Ross stars
in her Academy Award-nominated role as Billie Holiday.

The exhibit will be on display
at the Center for the Arts
Gallery, MSC, until Dec. 14 and
at the 3rd Floor Gallery,
University of North Dakota Jan.
9-24.

Electric Chair . . . She's A Lady."

Photo

by

Concert Choir highlight of Christmas
offering, David Ferreira's debut here
By Mary Priola
The Christmas spirit was
brought to Moorhead State
College this pastSunday with an
inspiring Christmas concert by
the MSC choirs. An essential
aspect of the warm mood of the
concert was the audience
participation in "Angels We
Havel Heard on High" and
"Silent Night."
The program began with a
prelude by the MSC Brass

UNUSUAL GIFTS

You thought
"matriculation"
was an
unhealthy habit.

Sweat Shirts or
T-Shirts (Beer Designs)
Ceramic Steins
Insulated Mugs
Pilsener Glasses
Ceramic Bottles
Beer Can Lighters
Bottle Flashlights
Large Beach Towels
Ice Buckets
Waste Baskets
Belts (Beer Designs)
Wine Miniatures
Assorted Decanters
1/2 gal. Liquor or wine

Yon owe yourself an Oly.

Liquor - wine - cordials
Beer - ice - munchies
CORDIALS
Liquor-WineBeere-lce-Munchies

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLY':R'
All Olympia empties are recyclable

David Thompson's
Ross Collins.

"ROUNDHOUSE"
94 LIQUORS
12th Ave. S. &Old Hwy. 52
236-9494 - Moorhead

Ensemble which stilled the performance.
capacity-crowd audience to a
The highlight of the concert
hush. The program then moved
into a set by the Varsity Choir was the outstanding per
w h i c h b e g a n w i t h " D e formance of the Concert Choir.
Profundis." This was fairly Their introduction "Moters:
well-blanaced, although the For the Season of Christmas"
altos were weak. The
next was done extremely well,
number, "Mass in G," was especially since their blend of
shakey in a couple of spots. voices was essentially clear. "A,
The last number, "Come, Ye Christmas Carol" stimulated
Gay Shepherds," set the mood the mood again for the audience
for the audience involvement in participation in "Silent Night."
the carol "Angels We Have The concert reached its peak
Heard On High." The carols with the choir's final selection,
" P a r t i n g " a n d " T h e "In Ecclesiis," which was
Shepherds; A Virgin Un performed by an invigorating
spotted" were done with a bit double choir.
more expertise by the Chamber
On the whole, the concert was
Singers. The dynamics of this
choir was its best attribute. well done, though it was David
Ferreira's, conductor and
A f t e r i n t e r m i s s i o n a assistant professor of music,
stimulating set was performed first concert here at MSC. The
by the Krummhorn Consort audience seemed to enjoy the
with "Noel, Noel, Noel" and performance, which could be
"Tiente." The audience reacted attributed to Ferriera's ex
with delight at this unique pertise.

northern school
supply co.
bookstore
Your No. 1 Supplier

Northern School Supply Co. Bookstore
8th St. & N.P. Avenue
FARGO, N.D.
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a lot of night music fills the
air as play auditions begin

MMETY

\CASTING

FWSi

***••••**•***••••***•*•*•***********
By Bruce R. Miller
If you happen to hear someone say "send in
the clowns" around the Moorhead State
College Theatre Department during the next
few weeks, do not be alarmed. They are not
gutting the Center for the Arts Auditorium to
present the Ringling Brothers Barnum and
Bailey Circus. What is happening, though, is
an event of the same dimension as the MSC
theatre group will have the distinction of
being the first non-professional acting
company in the region to present the musical
"A Little Night Music" (in which the song
"Send in the Clowns" appears).
According to Dr. Delmar J. Hansen,
chairman of the Speech-Theatre Department,
MSC asked for the rights to the play after
^ord was received that the national touring
company starring Jean Simmons and
Margaret Hamilton would not reach the
Fargo-Moorhead area. When the request was
confirmed, Hansen and others connected with
the Winter Quarter musicals were taken
aback since colleges rarely receive per
mission to present a play so soon after it has
finished its Broadway run.
"We are not going to rest on our
achievement, however, since the next few
weeks will be filled with auditions and pre-

performance preparations," said Hansen.
The play try-outs, open to all MSC students,
will be held at 7 p.m. each evening Dec. 16-18
in the Center for the Arts Auditorium. No
preparation will be necessary, but students
may bring their own song for the vocal
auditions if they wish. "We are particularly
interested in new faces," said Hansen, "and
we hope to cast a number of roles with people
who are new to our program."
The play in its original Broadway version
won the coveted Antoinette Perry "Tony"
Award and the Drama Critics Circle Award
for "the best musical of 1971." Based on the
Ingmar Bergman film "Smiles of a Summer
Night," it tells of the follies of love on a
Swedish country estate on Midsummer Eve
as an aging lawyer, his youthful wife and a
successful actress meet in a "round dance" of
love, laughter and confusion.
Hansen will serve as overall production
director with Roger Allan Raby joining the
staff as guest choreographer. Jean Elliott,
staff designer at MSC will create the many
Scandinavian settings while Alan Shorter (soPelican Rapids) and Corrinne Eggers will be
in charge of the orchestral and vocal music
respectively. Bruce Manuel completes the
production staff as technical director for the
multi-setting musical.

BROADWAY
"A Doll's House" (P). Available
parts: Dr. Hank, Nils Krogstad.
Anne Marie, Helena, the Heimer
: children. Also understudies lor Tor; vaid Heimer, Nora and Mrs,
; Kris lib Li side. Equity interviews
I being held next Hon (16) and Tues.
: (17). from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., at. the
; Public Theatre j.425 Lafayette St.,
i N.Y ). Opens Feb. at the Vivian
Beaumont Theatre.
"Dr. Jay/" (M}. Audition for
Equity dancers who sing next Mon.
(16): men at 10 a.m. and lemmes at
2 p.m Open call next Tues. (17):
men at to a.m. and fenunes at 2
p.m. Equity singers Sept. 19: men
at 10 a.m. tali, attractive tenors only
and femrries, at 2 p.m.. character
top sopranos only. Open call singers
(same types as for Equity audit On)
Sept. 20, all at the .Mark lleliinget
Theatre (237 West51st St.. N.Y.)
"In Praise of Love" (pi.
Available parts: male. 18-20, aspir
ing writer, English accent; male,
early 50s, understudy to Rex
Harrison: fernme, early 50s. slight
Slavic accent, understudy to Julie
Harris: male, early 50s : American,
understudy to Martin Label. Equity

open call interviews for all types for
new season, being held tomorrow
(Thurs.) and Fn. (13) from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., at the ANT A Theatre (245
West 52d St., \ Y.>.
*

OFF-OFF-BROADWAY
"A Little Night Music" (M).
Available parts: all — femmes
all ages and sizes; males all
ages and sizes. Non-equity in
terviews will be held next Mon.,
Tues. and Weds, at 7 p.m. No
prep necessary. See Del at the
CA Theatre, Moorhead State
College, Moorhead, Mn. Photos
and resumes non-essential, only
voices.
MISCELLANEOUS
The
Paper fta£
Players.
Children's Theatre. Available
pails iemme, Jy-35. • experienced
comic, male. 3' 10" tall or over,
eccentric type, experienced comic.
Interviews being he-Id today (Wed.)
and tomorrow (Thurs.) from 10
a.tiy to 12 noon, at I he'Paper Bag
Players (185 East Broadway
N.Y;.

Christmas gift ideas that will blow their eardrums
By* Jeff Baenen
This week's hot flash is Mott
the Hoople Live because (1)
M#t is even more thunderous
on stage than on record, (2) the
playing is unbelieveably sloppy
and (3) it is rollicking good fun.
Did someone mention art?
Why, this vinyl drips with art.
Leader Ian Hunter really
cannot sing, so to compensate
he screams. Very loudly. Even
his ballads will wake the dead.
He also enjoys talking down to
audiences. Witness the line "We
were once ordinary commoners
just like you." Ha-ha.
Guitarist Ariel Bender is one
of the clumsiest lead players
around, so he cranks up to
threshold-of-pain level and
mashes his instrument with a
Veg-O-Matic. Everything else
is one continuous blast of
distortion. Truly a work of art.
Drop whatever you are doing
and pick it up. You will love it,
you masochist. I know I did.
J. Geils' Nightmares ... And
Other Tales From The Vinyl
Jufigle (don't you love concise
titles?) is also guaranteed to
blow your eardrums and your
mind. These are the same
beantown boogiemen that
brought you the incredible live
Full House ; Nightmares ... is
just as incredible. One major
difference, though. This time,
all 'the songs are the group's
own. Peer Wolf's growl has
never been nastier and thanks
to the production ot Dill
Szymczyk, Magic Dick's harp*
sound like a full-blown bras*

section. It will make you want to'
jive and, best of all, it is
American. What more could
you ask for?
Turkey of the week: Steppenwolf's Slow Flux. These
guys are reborn to be milder.
John Kay still wears shades, but
the leather has gone to glitter.
Same old hard-ass gang-war
street-tough blues, even though
"Straight Shooting Woman" is a
killer single. How do you spell
anachronism?

I still am puzzled by Harry
Nilsson's Pussy Cats. Johnj
Lennon's production is carried
to such an extremethatit seems
to be Lennon's album rather
than Nilsson's. Their version of
"Save the Last Dance For Me"
(heart-rending as opposed to
bubblegum) is cute,
but
Dylan's "Subterranean
Homesick Blues" and "Rock
Around The Clock" are pushed
to the edge of amphetiminecrazed frenzy. Lennon makes it
sound as if it were all recorded

NOW members underscore
female artistic talents
By LeAnn Kuntz
The drunken father and the
martyred mother were
scheduled for starring roles in a
skit last night (dec. 11) entitled
"Meanwhile, The Children of
MCP (Male Chauvinist Pig)"
as part of a celebration of the
fact that women can create and
perform as artists as well as
men can.
"We wanted to bring out some
of the things that men and
women do without thinking to
stereotype their roles. Also, we
wanted to bring out the talented
local people. Make it a
showcase for the many-talented
women of this area," said
Nancy Lubka, a co-chairperson
of the Red River Chapter of the
National Organization for
Women (NOW).

In order to get a balance of
some of the different arts that
women are active in? poetry, live
music, comedy and paintings
were included in the showing.
MSC faculty member Sylvia
Kruger did a dramatic reading
called "A Room of One's Own"
by Virginia Woolf. Paintings by
Kathy Bakkum were displayed.
A string trio performed and
introductory music was
provided. Grayce Ray, a
teacher at Shanley High and
Mary Anne Pryor, another MSC
faculty member each read their
own peotry. *
This was the third major
event sponsored by NOW in the
F-M area.

in a garbage can. The whole
thing is too depressing.
Ditto for Sly Stone's Small
Talk, His first flop. It is so laidback that it is non-existent.
Moving away from the anger of
There's A Riot Goin' On Sly
bills and coos about domestic
bliss, and is just not funky at all.
The gala wedding seems to have
jaded him and ... what's that?
He is already divorced? Oh,
well. Now he can get back to
making decent records.

the noise. Play it at parties, so
everyone will walk about with a
hand in their ear going, "Eh?
What?"
Hey, moms and dads! Still
wondering what to get your
brats for Christmas? Why not
get them Black Oak Arkansas'
Street Party? It is even worse
than a lump of coal in their
stockings.

And for you fanciers of heavymetal, there is Mountain's
Avalanche, which is Leslie
West's return to intellectualism. Leslie chomps
both burgers and guitars with
the best of them and, no matter
how stupid he gets, you can
always count on him for records
loud enough to make the people
at the airport complain about

Fargo's Notorious!
FLAME
408 Roberts St.

Entertainment
Nightly
5:30-7:00 — 8:30-12:45

Fargo's Only
Go-Go Girls

If you compare,
you'll select lEtna...
If you don't compare,
don't say we didn't warn you!
Lyle "Louie" Lauritsen
Bob Poirier
MSC Campus Representatives
CALL: 232-2489

K5mTI

The /Etna College PlanLife Insurance for students

life&casualty

/Etna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut

r
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announcements

take
By Bruce R. Miller
FMCT PRESENTS "TOM SAWYER"

The Fargo-Moorhead Community Theatre, as part of their "50
Years of Theatre" theme for the 1974-75 season, will be presenting
an adaptation of Mark Twain's novel, "Tom Sawyer."
The production, particularly selected for children in the area,
Herbst Playhouse Dec. 13-15. The presentation begins at 4:30 p.m.
on Dec. 13 ; 11 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on Dec. 14 and 2 and 7 p.m. on Dec.
15. Ticket prices for the show are 75 cents for students through 9th
grade, $1.50 for high school and college students and $2 for adults.
Seats may be reserved by calling the threatre at 235-6778.

Tuesday evening when the Carpenters, Rich Little and Peggy
Fleming join in the annual yuletide festivities on CBS (KXJB-TV
Channel 4). The mistletoe comes out at 7:30 p.m.
Immediately after Como has jingled his bells, CBS will present
another in the series of fine specials on Benjamin Franklin. The
The Semi-Annual workshop
show, which spans 37 years of the statemans's life will feature
for persons interested iiiBirthfather and son acting team, Lloyd and Beau Bridges as "Franklin: right of Fargo-Moorhead will
Inventor and Intellectual Whirlwind."
be held beginning at 9 a.m.
Saturday, Dec. 7 at the West
Acres Community Room,
Fargo.
Three Moorhead State
College seniors have been
nominated to apply for Danforth Fellowships for College
Teaching Careers, 1975-76.
Nominations were made by the
Honors Committee.
Nominees are Debra L.
Nelson (Moorhead), a
Geography major; Terry L.
Gustafson (Detroit Lakes), a
Chemistry and Physics major
and Mary S. Svenneby
(Mahnomen), an American
Studies Major.

—555—
CHAPLIN TRAMPS ONTO NDSU CAMPUS CINEMA SCREEN

North Dakota State University's Campus Cinema will begin a
series of Charlie Chaplin films Saturday, Dec. 14 at 2 and 7 p.m. in
the Memorial Ballroom.
The first film to be screened is his classic 1921 comedy, "The
Kid," co-starring Jackie Coogan. Accompanying the feature will be
a rare Chaplin short subject, "The Idle Class," in which he por
trays both the tramp character and a millionaire playboy.
The price of tickets for each feature in the 10-film series will
almost turn the clock back along with the movies since Tri-College
students can revel in the exploits of one of the world's greatest
comedians for only 50 cents per picture or $2.50 for the entire en
tertainment package.
—555—
CHECKING THE CHANNELS

The pre-Christmas specials continue this week on the small
screen with Bing Crosby and his family gathering around the
fireplace to enjoy two of the household favorites — orange juice and
a rousing chorus of dad's "White Christmas." The annual reunion
beings at 7 p.m. on NBC (WDAY-TV Channel 6) Sunday evening.
Following der Bingle at 8 p.m. on NBC is his old partner Bob
Hope who hits the road this time with Dean Martin, Dyan Cannon
and Olivia Newton-John. Included in the one-hour special is a spoof
of the film "Airport 1975" in which Bob and pilot Dean land their
airplane on top of "The Towering Inferno."
Monday evening, folk singer Joan Baez takes the spotlight on
PBS (KFME-TV Channel 13) with a solo concert. Among her
selections for the one-woman show are "Forever Young", "Winds
of the Old Days" and "Joe Hill." The musical hour begins at 9 p.m.
Mr. C., Perry

Como, has himself a merry little Christmas

TWIN THEATRES
1-94 & Hiway 75
BURT REYNOLDS IN

"THE LONGEST YARD"
7:15 & 9:25

R

THESWINGING CHEER LEADERS
7:30 & 9:15
F-M'S LUXURY THEATRES

236 5252

Martin Sheen, Dana Elcar, William Devane, Andrew Duggan and Larry
Gates (left to right) star in the ABC Theatre presentation, "The Missilesof

Moorhead State College
veterans should receive a check
Next Wednesday is the night that you should plan to stay home by next week for back payments
and forget about last-minute Christmas shopping. One of the finest on the GI Bill, but the recent
specials of the year, "The Missiles of October," will be presented increase in veterans education
beginning at 7 p.m. on ABC (KTHI-TV Channel 11). Starring in the benefits is attended by other
three-hour fictionalized documentary of the 1962 Cuban missile p r o v i s i o n s , i n c l u d i n g t h e
crisis are William Devane as President John F. Kennedy, Martin availability of loans and an
Sheen as Robert Kennedy and Howard da Silva as Nikita Khrush extended benefit period.
chev. Continuing with the high quality of former ABC Theatre Besides providing a 22.7 per
presentations, "The Missiles of October " will use a script based on cent increase in payments, the
actual public records which should give an accurate portrait of the new legislation offers up to $600
tense, behind-the-scenes deliberations. Added to the authenticity, a year in loans for each veteran
both Devane and Sheen will be using body movements and vocal in college. This loan provision is
patterns of the Kennedy brothers which they learned thorugh in effective Jan. 1, 1975.
tense study of old newsreels. This program is definitely one that The maximum period for
receiving benefits has also been
will be talked about for months to come.
Finally, Mac Davis returns next Thursday with a revived edition extended from 36 to 45 months.
of his summer variety series. His first "second season" show will As the law now reads, this
feature Connie Stevens, Paul Williams and Paul Lynde in a spoof of extension can be applied only to
studies.
the one minute Bicentennial history capsules. Davis' "one hell of a "undergraduate"
According to MSC veterans
show" begins at 7 p.m. on NBC.
Service Officer Les Bakke, a
new bill has been introduced by
Senator Alan Cranston
Held Over!
(Democrat-CA) to strike the
'The Trial of Billy Jack'
So. Hwy. 81
word "undergraduate" from
Eve.
-6:35-9:45
PG
237-0022
the new law and make the ex
tended benefit period applicable
to graduate study.

October.."

70

^*n£ma.I
West Acres Center

282-2626

£*tt£4na.II
West Acres Center

282-2626

MSC
Collegium Musicum and Opera Workshop
presents

cRrtie§

Hire the Professionals
Be a Guest, While You Host!

Call Jean 237-0800

^tA&Urcuj
302 Main Ave.

293-1430

The Play of Daniel

rpuTT'

Starts
Friday

^

7:00 & 9:30

a 13th Century Christmas Drama

^bur mother wants
you to go through
commencement.

ESCAPE IS
EVERYTHING

DUSTin
HOFFmnn STEVE
mcquEEn
DUDILLfin

IfgI
*

i

Aou owe yourself an Oly.
!)• nuber 15 - 1st Presbyterian Church. Fargo - 4p.m.
December 17 - W eld Auditorium. MSC - 8.15p.m.

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *OLV®
All Olympia empties a r e recyclable

Admission Free

Friday The 13th
Midnight Show
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POP5CHE
AUDI
VOLKSWAGEN

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew

Ellens (Autoi|aus, 3nc-

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
515 1st Ave. N.
Pb: 235-1292

3405 W. Main, Fargo. N.D. Phone: 237-0630

W e Specialize in Custom Paint
a n d Fiberglass Bodies

Tfott&weat
AUTO BODY
1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial 232-2703
FREE ESTIMATES AND GLASS INSTALLATIONS

East Gate Liquors
Is Here I
Next To Eastgate Lounge
Stop in and see the largest display of fine
Wines, Liquors, and Beers.

Check Out Our Christmas Specials
123 21st ST- South, Moorhead
233-3232
the more you know
about our
'Big Boogie' sound package

official bulletin
WINTER CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed for the
Winter 1975 Quarter.
Monday, Dec. 16
Last day to add classes; last day to apply for pass-no
credit option.
Friday, Dec. 20 —Last class day before holiday recess.
Monday, Jan. 6 — Classes resume.
Wednesday, Jan. 22 — Winter quarter midterm.
Friday, Feb. 14 —Deadline for withdrawing from classes.
Wednesday-Friday, Feb. 26-28 — Final class schedule.
PASS-NO CREDIT: The deadline for applying for pass-no-credit grading will
be 4 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 16. Forms are available at the Admissions and
Records Office windows. Students who are sophomores or above may elect
one course per quarter (to a maximum of 24 credits) to be graded as passnocredit ("S" or no entry).
SELECTIVE SERVICE: Male students who attain their 18th birthdays are
required by law to register with the US Selective Service System within 30
days. Registration may now be completed at the Admissions and Records
Office in Owens Hall, as a convenience to Moorhead State College students,
and notification will be forwarded to local draft boards.
NEW CATALOGUES: The 1974-76 MSC Undergradute Catalogue is now
available and may be picked up by currently enrolled students at the Ad
missions and Records Office windows, according to the following
alphabetical schedule of last names:
R - Z
Monday, Dec. 16
L- Q
Tuesday, Dec. 17
F- K
Wednesday, Dec. 18
A- E
Thursday, Dec. 19
One copy will be issued to each student. A charge of $1 will be made for each
additional copy. Each student must appear in person to receive his or her
free copy.

Bookstore (con't. from P.l)
Vice President of Ad five per cent. (Herring and
ministrative Affairs Earl Bookstore manager James
Herring has stated that no Aasness are ex-officio, non
f u r t h e r e x p a n s i o n o r voting, members of the com
remodeling is planned for the mittee consisting also of four
faculty members and five
store, according to Radel.
students.)
Dividends of $6,000 were
Radel complained that the
awarded last year for year-end
Bookstore receipts with only Bookstore was "not making a
1,000 of the eligible 4-5,000 big attempt to help students cut
people turning receipts in, said costs. In fact, they're making
Farrand. Eight thousand very little attempt."
dollars is earmarked this year
for such dividends.
"The attitude is: 'Here's
$8,000 to hand out, now the
Bookstore Committee has
something to do. Don't ask any
questions,"' Radel said.
Of its estimated $18,000 profit
this year, the Bookstore plans to
save $10,000 and give $8,000 in
dividends, said Radel, who
quoted Herring as saying that
the $10,000 could be reduced to

the more you'll want one.

Here's Super Sound, Super Looks and now...a
Super Price. The KENWOOD KR-2400 AM-FM
STEREO RECEIVER has the quality and
dependability you'll really get off on...13 watts per
channel, minimum RMS at 8 Ohms, 20-20K Hz with
no more than 1.0 per cent total harmonic distor
tion, big power to drive 4 speakers easily and a
fantastic tuner section. But there's more...in ad
dition to beauty, style and performance, you get a
5-year warrantee and no jive.
Next, you're looking at the best automatic turn
table value on the market today...the BSR 310
AXE. The 310 AXE is a true full size model,
mounted on a handsome ebony and walnut molder
base, and equipped with a tinted dust cover and an
ADC K-8E elliptical diamond stylus magnetic
cartridge. You'll never be without sound here
either, because the BSR 310 AXE comes with a
complete 1-year warrantee plus a 30 day over-the
counter exchange.
And there's more to this sensational package,
you'll be listening through the CREATIVE (SRR
66's)... Living proof you don't need a big boy to get
big speaker sound, hearing is believing. When it
comes to sound, we don't fool around...we've got a
1-year trade-up program with the SRR 66's. You
will get the full package price of the speakers back
in trade, should you decide to change speakers
within this 1-year period.
Live Performance Sound is what we've got and
all you have to do cruise on in to Stereoland. Hey,
how much Boogie can you handle?

iUrsotand
Brookdale Shopping Center In South Moorhead And Village West In Fargo

CUOfufolfiul

cameras
k % ACCESSORIES
EPK0 INC.
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL
YOUR CHRISTMAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDS.
631 N.P. Avenue,Fargo

235-6651
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Herring urges

dari- delite 1
Restaurant

WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER
G R E A T .'Sandwiches
cnnn
FOOD

Luncheons

• Pizza

REASONABLE
PRICES

Coffee 10c
Hamburger 39c
Foot Long 60c

The Fifth Annual New
Horizons Conference
JANUARY 10, 11, 12

At Concordia Memorial Auditorium

THEME:
C h r i s t i a n Mission a n d Responsibility
KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
D r . Bob P i e r c e , f o u n d e r of World Vision
I n t e r n a t i o n a l a n d now w i t h
the Samaritan's Purse.
FEATURED MUSIC:
"Joyous Celebration" from Seattle Wash.
E V E N I N G SESSIONS:
J a n u a r y 10, 11, 12 a t 7:30 p . m .
S e s s i o n s all d a y S a t u r d a y w i t h s p e c i a l e l e c t i v e
• s e s s i o n s f o r c o l l e g e s t u d e n t s in t h e a f t e r n o o n .
For more information
call Scot Hintermeyer 299-4191

report smoking violators!
By Murray Cody
Most smokers appear to be
having more consideration for
non smokers before lighting a
cigarette since the Moorhead
State College "No Smoking
Policy" went into effect at the
start of Winter Quarter.

MOORHEAD ST ATI-. COLLEGE POLICY

No Smoking
In This Instructional Area
RESOLUTION

The Policy, which was passed
by the Faculty, Staff and
Student Senates and signed by
MSC President Roland Dille on
Nov. 1, resolves to prohibit
smoking in instructional areas
of the college.

smoke in it, and

Approved by Faculty Senate Apr. 4. 1973
Approved by Staff Senate Apr. 25. 1973
Approved by Student Senate Oct. 7. 1974
Approved by President Roland Dille Nov. 1,

The eventual policy arose as
action concerning complaints not been any complaints of
by nonsmokers that smokers smoking in instructional areas
were infringing on their rights. that have been reported to him.
According to nonsmokers, they Herring regards this as a sign
do not smoke and do not wish to that the policy is working.
breathe air containing smoke.
Herring has made some in
According to Earl Herring, formal inquiries, which show no
v i c e p r e s i d e n t o f A d  evidence of any policy in
ministrative Affairs, there have fractions. He has not made an

annual ISA International
Dinner planned for here
Sunday, Dec. 15
Want a change from Rise's
food? Or maybe a chance to try
something foreign, but you are
tired of tacos and pizzas? Now
there is a chance to sample
international food at a
moderate price. The In
ternational Student Association
is having their annual In
ternational Dinner at 6:30 p.m.,
Sunday Dec. 15 in the Student
Union Ballroom. Food from all
over the world and after-dinner
entertainment will be offered
for the evening.

STORES AT WEST ACRES & DOWNTOWN

The main dish will consist of
both Ethiopian and Chinese
food. The side dishes include a
soup prepared by students from
Thailand and Korean and
Caribbean delicacies. The
dinner will reflect a complete

international flavor with an
American dessert.
Along with the international
cuisine, entertainment is on the
agenda. The Chinese students
will give an exhibition on the'
currently popular art of Kung
Fu and folk songs from various
countries will be performed by
native singers. A slide show will
be presented with the many
countries of Moorhead State
College foreign students
represented.
Break away from the regular
Sunday dinner drag and attend
the International dinner.
Tickets are priced at $3.50 for
general admission and $2.50 for
students and can be bought
from any foreign student or at
the Student Personnel Office.

investigation into the extent of
cooperation with the policy and
does not plan on making one.
Any follow-up study on the
policy would be based on
complaints registered con
cerning policy infractions.
A formal study of the ef
fectiveness of the policy will not
be made, because, says
Herring, "The policy em
phasizes the implementation
depending upon the individuals
involved. It's a very delicate
thing that I will go to any length
to get voluntary cooperation."
"If there is a problem, I hope
they do let us know. If we give
the policy time, smoking will
decrease and the policy will
basically solve the problem it is
designed to do," says Herring.
Herring says that a problem
with policy violations would be
dealt with through the "ap
propriate channels."
Herring sees his role with the
implementation as reminding
people of the policy and en
couraging them to exercise
good judgment, which he feels
can lead to an effective im
plementation of the policy.

Are You Looking For An Unusual Gift?
Snuggle

Our Import Shop has ideas for everybody on your
Christmas list including you. Embroidered shirts,
tapestries, brass ware, wood carvings, jewelry.

Largest
Selection of
Albums
in Town!!!

Sweet

Broadway Music
119 Broadway
For gifts that make everybody
on your list feel special.
Open 9 to 9 through Christmas.

Dreams

1
(•"

*/
_j

&
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for rides of all reasons... a bus for all seasons
By LeAnn Kuntz
A message to all the grizzly
bears at Moorhead State
College who hibernate during
the winter months because of
lack of transportation: You do
not have to be an abominable
snowman to make it to a
shopping center. Try busin' it.

The IRHC plans to sponsor a
bus to West Acres once a month
starting in January at a cost of
only 25 cents round trip which is
95 cents less than the cost of
taking a city bus.

According to IRHC President
Sandy Moses (jr-Edina), "The
Council thinks it's just too ex
TheFargo-Moorhead transfer pensive for many students to
system and the special bus get to West Acres otherwise."
s p o n s o r e d b y , t h e I n t e r Busing students several times
Residence Hall Council (IRHC) during the Christmas season in
are two alternatives to con the past two years and during
orientation this year has been
sider.
successful for the Council so
they decided to expand the
program.

The last possible minute to
take the bus directly to the
gates of MSC is at 6:20 p.m.
from downtown Fargo (White
Drug). The other bus at 6:50
p.m. from White Drug will get a
student as close as 14th Street.

Last weekend some 250
students rode the bus to West
Acres. Another bus is scheduled
to leave the Nelson-Grantham
Circle at 10 and 1 a.m. and 1, 2
and 3 p.m. for West Acres this
weekend. Return trips will be at
11:30 a.m. and 1:30, 2:30, 3:30
and 5 p.m.

Perfect quality, permanent
registration and loss protection.

WimmtK'A
610 Main, Fargo
232-2008
Open Mon. Until 9:00
Evenings By Appointment

Getting to West Acres and
back involves a little more
hassle because it involves
switching from the Moorhead
bus system to the Fargo
system. A greentransfer ticket
which will cover the whole-one
way trip can be bought on the
Moorhead bus. The cost is 60
cents. A white transfer ticket
for the return trip can be bought
on the West Acres Pony Ex
press bus.

Regular F-M buses stop at the
MSC gates daily except on
Sundays and holidays at 27
minutes after the hour. The
route begins at 6:20 a.m. at
White Drug in Fargo, goes as
far south in Moorhead as the
Holiday Mall and ends 30
minutes later at Straus in
Fargo. A second route begins at
6:50 a.m. at White Drug, only
gets the stucfent near the
campus and ends at 7:20 a.m. at
Straus. Both routes are
repeated hourly.

The bus transfer is made at
Straus. The Fargo Pony Ex
press out to West Acres only
takes five trips a day so a
student can catch either the 9
a.m. 12 noon, 2, 4 or 5 p.m. bus to
West Acres. It leaves West
Acres for downtown Fargo at
9:45 a.m., 12:45, 2:25, 4:45 and
5:25 p.m.

\four library
fines caught up
with you.

Suggestions for riding a bus:
Have the correct change and
save Park andShop tickets (two
tickets will get you a free ride or
one ticket plus 10 cents and will
chop 15 cents off the student
fare).

A shivering crowd paid 25 cents to ride a specially chartered bus to West
Acres last Saturday.
Photos by Ross Collins

*

221 Main Ave.

Moorhead, Minn.

SKIING

TU
236-7676

IS FUN!

Stop in and see our selection of K-2,
Rossignol and Olin downhill skis.
Cross-country ski equipment available for
renting.

You owe yourself an Oly.

Sfrvrftcutd tyunStuttyTleetU.

Your

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington *0LY*3,
All Olympia empties are recyclable

Christmas Store

We now have a targe selection
of gifts for the tome...

This Week

L00NGE
Ail
* Chilis
m

•

j Mext W§ck

Friw

Nightly from 8:30-1:00
Open 11:00 am - 1 : 0 0 a m S a n d w i c h e s 1 1 - 4

HOLIDAY MALL Moorhead
233-5221

china, siter, crystal, pictures and lamps.
*0,

many personal gifts for eveiyone on your Hit
Stop In Ami Browse At

IW SW J

SIXTY BROADWAY

C

ixc

m-mm

JL
Wayne W. Meyers.
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George provides a 'Schauer7
of smiles at Dragon contest
By Jim Thielman

"It's just smiles, not miles,"
says Goerge Schauer about the
stops he has made since his
graduation from the University
of Minnesota, traveling and
displaying his basketball sleightof-hand for thousands of people.

practiced what he had learned
for four hours a day.

room at Schauer's request for
tape to repair one of his tricks.
' The peg on which he spins a
basketball has broken off a
waste basket replica of a coke
can. Schauer will spin the ball
on the peg while a child drinks
coke from the basket.

"One morning at one o'clock I
got a call from Coach
Musselman and he said,
'George, come up here.' The
next thing I knew I was out in
front of 18,000 people in
Schauer's travels brought Williams Arena. I couldn't
"Well, that shoots that trick."
him to the Moorhead State believe it, man."
He ponders the problem for a
College-North Dakota State
moment and tries to spin the
University basketball game last
"I've gained enough splinters ball on the basket's round
Saturday evening for pregame sitting on the bench to start a mouth. "That's a little tough
and halftime shows. He says he fire... to build a house," says with a round ball," he explains.
enjoys making people smile as Schauer.
Bending the mouth to a point he
he juggles, dribbles and spins
spins the ball on its apex. "I
basketballs while mixing
Why, then, did Schauer could cheat a little," he says.
comedy into his act.
remain with the team?
"I'll have to improvise."
"Hey! I'll crack 100,000
"It was just the thrill of being
smiles tonight!" Schauer ex on the team. Coach Musselmanj
claims as he stands in a locker is the kind of coach who will1
r o o m i n A l e x N e m z e k keep a guy on the team who
Fieldhouse, bouncing basket may not be that good but gives
balls of the walls. "I should 150 per cent," says Schauer.
have stood at the gate and
counted the people personally
Coach Musselman is not only
as they came in," he adds.
a coach, he's a showman. H has
a knack for getting people to
The slender, 6'3" former show up for a game an hour
Gopher basketball player keeps ahead of game time to watch
a log of the cities he has played the pregame show."
on a map; the smiles he has
cracked on a huge sheet of white
Schauer and his teammates
paper.
were acclaimed in his years at
the University for their Harlem
"Here', can I use your pen for Globetrotter-type of pregame
a moment?" he asks, "I forgot antics.
to circle Bemidji. That's where
I was last."
The advertising major
received an athletic scholarship
Schauer is a native of from the University his junior
Cleveland, OH, and graduated ( and senior years even though he
from high school there. "Thei scored only two points his entire
shores of Lake Erie," he notes. college career.
He attended college in Ashland,
OH, for a year where Bill
"Making a million people
Musselman, current Gopher smile is my goal in life," says
basketball coach, was coaching. Schauer. "Making a million
people smile is worth more than
"When I was in high school I making a million dollars,
w a n t e d t o p l a y c o l l e g e because a million dollars will be
basketball, but I wasn't actually spent and dissappear. But even
good enough," says Schauer. a singlesmile can inspire hap
Schauer visited the University piness and present a memory
of Minnesota and assistant forever."
Coach Kevin Wilson "showed
me a few things". Schauer
A bystander shoots from the

"I get paid, for doing this. I'm
not getting rich, but as long as
you're doing what you want to,:
you're rich. I'm going to
Munich, Germany, to play in
that new basketball league they
have. I'll be on the Munich
Barons with Corkie Taylor and
Clyde Turner," he says happily.
"Think that will hold?" He
produces the repaired waste
basket. Turner and Taylor were
teammates of Schauer's at the
U of M.

Basketball magician George Schauer prepares to deal a deck of cards

supporting a spinning ball.

rummages through his trunk of
tricks. "People notice the guy
who will cheer from the bench
when his team is behind by ten
points with a minute to play and
there's no chance to win. Or the
guy who will sign an autograph
for a kid."

"Basketball is a team sport.
Over half the team is on the
bench at once. Coaches and
parents really pamper kids in
high school now," Schauer says
Schauer says he will perform
regarding basketball and his basketball wizardry
worshipped athletes. "A lot of anywhere. "Old folks homes, A
athletes really abuse what they & W Root Beer stands —
have. I feel I was given the anywhere there's people. I use
ability to do what I can and I'm to get nervous. Smiling helps
glad I can do it."
me to relax. I get excited, not
nervous."
Schauer d r i b b l e s t w o
basketballs, crossing them
"I give away a gallon of my
between his ankles and switch- favorite food, ice cream, at
ing from hand to hand. "It every place I play. One night I
took me two months to learn to performed at seven fraternity
do this," he says. ''I practiced parties at the U of M. I started
four hours a day for two years, at eleven and went until six the
but now I perform pretty next morning. You know, the
regularly so I don't practice as most uniqueplace I played was
much."
a gay bar in Las Vegasv the
night before Halloween. They
Schauer bends over and just went wild. That proved to
me I could perform at any level
of society."

"It may take a little while, but
I'll answer every one of them,"
he states. "I like kids. A kid will
try anything creative. They're
not afraid of anything. I get
some of my ideas from kids."
-Schauer notes that many of
the children who write him are
in their first years of schooling.
"My letter may be the first one
they ever receive. That's kind of
neat," he says, holding an
outstretched hand to his side
while spinning a basketball on
his fingertip.
"I'll be the first person ever to
write to this kid. I try to include
some of my philosophy on life in
my letters and maybe two or
three years later he'll
remember something I wrote."

Schauer's pregame reception
probably does not equal that of
the one he received in the gay
bar in Las Vegas; he survives
the waste basket trick, but the
gallon of ice cream dissappears
at halftime when he wants to
give it away. Taking all the
setbacks in stride, the
Schauer says he has 131 m o u s t a c h i o e d y o u n g m a n
letters to answer presently. smiles, and hustles to sit among
Most of his mail is from the fans upon completion of his
childrea
halftime show.

Schauer shaves the lathered leg of a sheepish Jill Mclnnes (sr-Marion, ND).
Photos by Bruce Crummy
After his act, Schauer melts into the Dragon crowd.

inside scoop
By Bruce Hanson
Title IX is the piece of legislation recently passed by Congress
which simply means that there can be no discrimination because of
the person's sex at educational institutions that are federally
funded. This has been interpreted by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW) to provide comparable "things" for
both men and women athlete teams.
These "things" include: facilities, equipment, coaching,
training, uniforms, travel, medical services, insurance policies,
scholarships, loans, grants-in-aid, work-study programs, coun
seling, employment assistance, housing and employment for male
and female personnel performing similiar jobs.
On the Moorhead State College campus the affects of Title IX are
already starting to be felt. Beginning a few years ago nearly all
activity classes in the MSC Physical Education Department
became coed. Although facilities at MSC are almost equal for both
men and women, equipment and supplies are still short for
women's sports.
It is reported that the State College Board has passed a bill to
request a lump sum be given to each state college to provide for
equalization of athletic opportunities for women. This would
provide a continuation of all men's sports activities while in
creasing the number of women's activities.
Although MSC is seemingly able to adapt to Title IX, many
collegesiacross the nation may not be as fortunate. A possible
solution, aside from the reduction of some of the intercollegiate
sports, may b$ to make all intercollegiate teams coed. This would
provide a substantial reduction in the monies needed to run the
programs at some of these trouble institutions.
In the long run, women will be the losers in a system like this
because they will not be given the opportunity to participate in
sports that they now enjoy.
Although HEW is taking another look at what they feel should be
provided to establish an institutional system without
discrimination, it may be better for women athletes to hope that
Title IX does not take away some of their chances to participate.

Cot a special interest?
Tell everybody about it for 50
in the Advocate's new
Special Interest column.
IT'S THE PLACE TOGO

mm
li
NATURAL & ORGANIC
VITAMINS & FOODS
High Protein Foods
Low Calorie - Diet Foods
Dried Fruits - Juices - Teas
Grains - Cereals - Flours
Minerals - Oils - Yogurt
Raw and Roasted Nuts
Special Candy Bars
Health Books & Magazines

King Leo's
MM

Jim Bowen (sr-York, SC) wrestles for a loose ball with a Bison opponent last Saturday at Nemzek. Photo by Bruce
Crummy.

Basketball Team prepares for trip
West to Mount Marty, Mayville
By Mary Ann Young
Coming out of last weekend's
battle against North Dakota
State University with a 84-61
loss, the Moorhead State
Dragon basketball team will try
to improve its overall record
against Mount Marty College
(Yankton, SD) and Mayville
State College Friday and
Saturday evenings. Following
press time the Dragons tangled
with Valley City State College,
Wednesday in their fifth nonconference game.
The loss to NDSU left the
basketball squad with a
disappointing 1-3 record and the
hope of evening that up this
weekend. Mount Marty, Friday
night's opponent, was defeated
in its first four games before
walloping Yankton College last
week, 86-65.

#| HAMBURGER SPECIALISTS ]

HEALTH FOODS
Hugh & Florence Anstett
13 S. 4, Moorhead 236-5999

\our Playboy
arrived...
no centerfold.
You owe yourself art Oly.
Olympin Crowing Company, Olympia. Washington •OLY*1
A'l Olympin empties are recyclable

Saturday night's competition
is against a tough Mayville
squad which is presently 2-2.
Dragon Coach Denny Anderson
saw the Mayville basketball,
team as strong defensively with
the ability to move the ball,
when he scouted them earlier
this season.
Shooting seemed to be the
major problem with the
Dragons last Saturday in their
fall to the Bison. Dominated by
theDakotans height, four of the
Dragon starters dunked only 3
of 27 attempted field goals,
according to Anderson. Leading
Dragon scorer, Jim Bowen, (srYork, SC) was held to his lowest
game total with 15 points.
"I don't think we went out
there as believers," said An
derson. "We improved a whole
lot.I think we learned a lot, but
I'm unhappy with the out
come." Riddled by an excess of
fouls, the Dragons trailed by 12
points at halftime. With the
Bison building their lead to
twenty points, Dragon highscorer Larry Higdem (srDetroit Lakes) made a
sparkling appearance com
pleting 7 out of 8 field goals
before suffering a deep hip
bruise.
Once again revamping his
starting line-up, Anderson's

squad will be centered by the
ever-present, Bowen. Starting
guards will be Kevin Karlsrud
(so-Rothsay) and Bob Daniels
(jr-Raleigh, SC), while Higdem
and Renneke are slated as
starting forwards. If Higdem is
unable to start, Andre Means
(so-Staten Island, NY) is

scheduled to replace him.
The Dragon squad will leave
on their annual California trip
Dec. 17 with stops at University
of California-Irvine, California
State-Northridge, University of
California-Riverside and
Pepperdine University.

rec news
ACUI Standings (after one week of qualifying)
Women's Bowling
Men's Bowling
Barb Holien
164 aver.
Brian Johnson
186 aver.
Terri Peterson
161 aver.
Al Baumgarner
184 aver.
Sharon Harrington
154 aver.
Mark Engelstad
183 aver.
Fanaye Dirasse
148 aver.
Scott Loeslie
180 aver.
Yodith Debebe
Mike Holien
145 aver.
178 aver.
High game:
High game:
Peterson
215
Baumgarner
234
High series:
High Series:
Peterson
Loeslie
568
632
*
Men's and women's 14-1 tournament will begin at noon on Dec. 14.
Registration deadline is Dec. 13.
There are still some openings for women's, men's and coed bowling teams
for Winter Quarter. Sign up at the Rec Center desk. Registration ends Dec.
15.
Pool leagues are still open for sign up.

Bob Fritz Sporting Goods
Brings You Intramural
Scores
Yellow Division

Green Division

Kings
3
0
Triple Terror
5
0
Booba's
2
0
_
Sterling Crabs
2
0
6 Footers
4
2
*
Alex
2
1
Freaks
2
1
tu
Bombers
2
2
Fang's Gang Gunners 2
2
3
Rangers
1
1
Undefeated
1
a
Hatchet Men
1
2
Bench Warmers
0
No Names
0
1
Dirty Dozen
0
c
|
8 Ball
0
2
JJ's
0
A
Zips
0
4
Pete's Shoes
0
Bucks
0
0
Screaming Eagles
0
Old Timers
0
0
Untouchables
0
3
The five man basketball tournament is set for Dec. 14 and 15 at
N,emzek.
Hockey registration closes Dec. 16, which is also the day rosters are
due. Play will begin on Jan. 7.
Men's five-man basketball league registration closes Dec. 16 and
play will begin Jan. 8.
Playoffs for the 3-man basketball leagues will take place Dec. 17
and 18 with the top four teams in both divisions advancing.

For All Your Skiing Equipment
SHOP BOB FRITZ

gPRITX
I I I
DOWNTOWN FARGO — 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N.P. Ave.
City Center

Moorhead
Fargo
Fergus Falls
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Winter Quarter interviews schedule

want ads
NEED ROOMMATE: Need
roommate to share 3-bedroom
furnished house with 2 other girls.
Call 237-0589.
FOR SALE: Ski Boots. Ladies size
6V2-7. Mens size 10. Leather, buckle
boots. Excellent for beginners to
intermediates. Call 236-2778 or 2362686.
WANTED: Coed teams for 2nd
annual Phi Sigma Epsilon Snoftball
Tourney. Jan. 11, 1975. Call 236-7224.
WANTED TO RENT: Garage
space for one car during Winter
Quarter. Call Konrad at 236-2588.
NOTE: This is my want ad. Terry
Bullock. 2701.
WANTED: Guitarist to share lead
work in a R & R band. Call Dave at
233-3317.
WANTED: MSC organizations to
participate in Phi Sigma Epislon's
coed slowpitch Snoftball
Tournament. Jan. 11, 1975. Call 2363377.
WANTED: Waiters and
waitresses. Must be 21 years old.
Kitchen and Dining room help.
Hours: 5 p.m.-12 midnight. Apply in
person. No phone. Opening soon at
The Warehouse, 503'/2 N. 7th, Fargo.
FOR SALE: One medium-sized
refrigerator. $25. Call 233-5330 and
ask for Todd.
WANTED: Lead singer for an
established Brass-Rock band. If
interested call Doug at 233-9227 or
Lance at 233-0718.
WANTED: Last year's champ,
TKE, and runner-up, 3rd
East
Ballard, and girls to defend their
titles in Snoftball Tourney. Call 2363218.
FOR SALE: Sony TC 630 reel-toreel tape recorder. Has 40 watt
amplifier, two speakers, $250.00.
Call 236-3060.
FOR SALE: 3 ft. x 5 ft. mirror, 2
years old. Black and white G.E.
television. 17 inch screen. Excellent
condition. Call 236-1159 after 5 p.m.
WANTED: Electric heater. Call
233-5330 and ask for Todd.
WANTED: Two championship
coed softball teams to accept the two
traveling trophies for winning 2nd
Annual Snoftball Tourney. Jan. 11,
1975. Call 236-3942.
FOR SALE: One pair of Bauer
"Black Panther" hockey skates.
Size 10'/2. In excellent shape. Used
only one season. $25 or best offer.
Call 233-5114.

DIAMOND
RINGS

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

Neubarth's Jewelry
.LOCATED IN
THEMOORHEAD
CENTER MALL

FMC Craine 8< Excavator (Link Belt)
Aetna Life & Casualty
Sperry Univac
Minnesota Dept. of Personnel
Goodyear
Internal Revenue Service (St. Paul)
NW Bell Telephone
Touche Ross & Co., Mpls.
1st Natl. Bank of Mpls.
Adrian S. Helgeson & Co.
Osco Drug
S. S. Kresge

Dec. 12, 1974
Dec. 13, 1974
jan. 9, 1974
Jan. 15, 1975
jan. 23, 1975
jan. 28, 1975
jan. 29-30, 1975
Feb. 5, 1975
Feb. 11, 1975
Feb. 12, 1975
Feb. 13, 1975
Feb. 18, 1975

fa fact

itt t&e cnewd,

All Business, Industrial Tech
All Majors
All Business, Math, Computer Science
All Majors (group meetings)
All Majors
Accounting
All Majors
Accounting
All Majors
Accounting
All Majors
All Majors

NOTE: In order to have interviews with the above companies you must
have an active file with the Career Planning and Placement Office. Sign up
sheets for individual interviews for each company are placed on our bulletin
board 2 weeks prior to the recruiting date. A new recruiting list will be made
up each quarter throughout the school year.

rfctoecate
25c

W it'

LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION

events calendar
Thursday, Dec. 12
7-9 p.m. — Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m. — Joint Faculty Recital — Recital Hall, Center for the Arts
9 p.m. —Coffeehouse Presents: Stage Band —Wooden Nickel
Friday, Dec. 13
7 p.m. — SUPB Friday Night Film Club — "The Phantom of the Opera" —
Weld Auditorium
7:30 p.m. — Basketball: MSC vs. Mount Marty, Yankton — Nemzek
Fieldhouse
8:15 p.m. — Recital: David Ludwig — Recital Hall, Center for the Arts;
9 p.m. — Coffeehouse Presents: Jane Voss and Will Spires, Old Bluegrass
Folk — Wooden Nickel
Saturday, Dec. 14
8 a.m. — ACT Exams — Library Reading Room
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. —Graduate Record Exams, — Hagen 105 and Bridges 162
1-5 p.m. — Free Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Basketball: MSC vs. Mayville— Nemzek Fieldhouse
9 p.m. — Coffeehouse Presents: Jane Voss and Will Spires, Old Bluegrass
Folk — Wooden Nickel
9 p.m. - 3 a.m. — -All campus Christmas Party (sponsored by SUPB) —
Comstock Union
All day — Bus to West Acres. Leaving Grantham Circle at 10 and 11
a.m. and 1, 2, 3 and 4 p.m. Returning from West Acres at 11:30 a.m.
and 1:30, 2:30, 3:30 and 5 D.m 25 cents. Sponsored by IRHC.
Sunday, Dec. 15
4 p.m. — MSC Music Dept. Presents: "Play of Daniel" (no admission) —
First Presbyterian Church, 111 No. 7th Fargo
6 p.m. — International Students Dinner — Open Invitation — Ballroom,
Union
Tuesday, Dec. 17
7-9 p.m. — Student Free Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Coffeehouse Poetry Reading: David Martinson and Richard
Lyons — Wooden Nickel
8:15 p.m. — MSC Music Dept. Presidents: "Play of Daniel" (no admission)
— Weld Auditorium
Wednesday, Dec. 18
7-9 p.m. — Free Women's Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7 8< 9 p.m. — SUPB Film Series: "Lady Sings the Blues" — 50c — Weld
Auditorium
8:15 p.m. —MSC Orchestra Concert — Recital Hall, Center for the Arts.
Thursday, Dec. 19
8 p.m. —MSC Concert Band Christmas Concert — Ballroom, Union
Dec. 20 - Jan. 6
Holiday Recess Begins after classes Dec. 20 —Classes resume Jan. 6

Thursday, Dec. 12
4 p.m. — Student .Orientation Committee— Room 218, Union
4 p.m. — Financial Aids Committee — Owens B
Monday, Dec. 16
4 p.m. — Student Senate — Senate Chambers, Union
4 p.m. — Student Conduct Committee — Owens C
4 p.m. — Human Relations Committee — Owens A
4 p.m. — General Studies Committee — Owens B
Tuesday, Dec. 17
4 p.m. — Community Services Committee — Owens C
4 p.m. — Council on Curriculum & Instruction — Owens A
Wednesday, Dec. 18
10 a.m. —Minority Groups Studies Committee— Owens B
3 3 p.m. — Calendar Committee — Owens B
4 p.m. — Faculty Senate — Owens A

The"plain brown
wrapper" had the
return address
on it.
\ou owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OLY*®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

A face

CALL

CITY CAB
233-1354
NO METERS

24 HOUR SERVICE

Felt Winter Depressj0n
Coming On?
Ever wonder what people
really think of you?

Like to tell someone off
but
don't dare?
CHECK INTO INTERACTION GROUPS AT
THE COUNSELING CENTER.
Flora Frick Hall — Phone 236-2227
Starting Second Quarter.

"M CHEI/Y SHOP IS
Interstate 94 and Hiway 75
South Moorhead — 236-8200

MONZA2+2

The small car of tomorrow will be a
little more everything. The 1975 Monza
2+2 is all this today.
CALLMARK KIEFER AT
THECHEVYSHOP

236-8200
(after 5 o'clock)

